EXPLODED VIEW

BASE CAP ASSEMBLY
BASE GASKET
ROOF FLASHING
BASE SUPPORT

9" OR 12" (9" SHOWN)

FLSH'G HT

BASE CAP ASSEMBLY WITH ROTOLOCK™
BASE GASKET
BASE SUPPORT
ROOF FLASHING

CONC. SLAB
ROOF MEMBRANE

PER PLANS & CALCS BY ROOFSCREEN MFG (831)421-9230 FASTEN TO BASE SUPPORT WITH CONCRETE ANCHORS.

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
CONCRETE ANCHORS - NO INSULATION - NO EXTENSION
STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
CONCRETE ANCHORS - WITH INSULATION - NO EXTENSION

PER PLANS & CALCS BY ROOFSCREEN MFG (831)421-9230
FASTEN TO BASE SUPPORT WITH CONCRETE ANCHORS.
STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
CONCRETE ANCHORS - WITH INSULATION - WITH EXTENSION

PER PLANS & CALCS BY ROOFSCREEN MFG (831)421-9230
FASTEN TO BASE SUPPORT WITH CONCRETE ANCHORS.
BASE CAP ASSEMBLY
BASE GASKET
ROOF FLASHING
BASE SUPPORT

EXPLODED VIEW

9" OR 12"
(9" SHOWN)
FLSH'G HT

CONC. SLAB
ROOF MEMBRANE

PER PLANS & CALCS BY
ROOFSCREEN MFG (831)421-9230
FASTEN TO BASE SUPPORT
WITH THROUGH-BOLTS.

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
THROUGH-BOLTS - NO INSULATION - NO EXTENSION
**Structural Concrete**

- Through-bolts - With Insulation - No Extension

**Dimensions:**
- **Flash Height (FH):** 9" or 12" (12" shown)

**Components:**
- **Roof Flashing**
- **Base Support**
- **Roof Insulation**
- **Concrete Slab**
- **Roof Membrane**
- **Base Cap Assembly**
  - With RotoLock™
  - With Gasket

**Notes:**
- Per plans & calcs by RoofScreen MFG (831)421-9230
- Fasten to base support with through-bolts.
3" OR 4" (4" SHOWN)

9" OR 12" (12" SHOWN)

ROOF MEMBRANE

CONC. SLAB

ROOF INSUL

PER PLANS & CALCS BY ROOFSCREEN MFG (831)421-9230 FASTEN TO BASE SUPPORT WITH THROUGH-BOLTS.

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE THROUGH-BOLTS - WITH INSULATION - WITH EXTENSION
BASE CAP ASSEMBLY
BASE GASKET
ROOF FLASHING
BASE SUPPORT

EXPLODED VIEW

9" OR 12"
(9" SHOWN)

FLASHING HT

BASE CAP ASSEMBLY
WITH ROTOLOCK™
BASE GASKET
BASE SUPPORT
ROOF FLASHING

CONC. SLAB
ROOF MEMBRANE

PER PLANS & CALCS BY
ROOFSCREEN MFG (831)421-9230
FASTEN TO BASE SUPPORT
WITH XBOLTS.

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
XBOLTS - NO INSULATION - NO EXTENSION
BASE CAP ASSEMBLY
BASE GASKET
ROOF FLASHING
BASE SUPPORT

EXPLODED VIEW

BASE CAP ASSEMBLY
WITH ROTOLOCK™
BASE GASKET
BASE SUPPORT
ROOF FLASHING

9" OR 12"
(12" SHOWN)
FLSH'G HT

ROOF INSUL

CONC. SLAB
ROOF MEMBRANE

PER PLANS & CALC'S BY
ROOFSCREEN MFG (831)421-9230
FASTEN TO BASE SUPPORT
WITH XBOLTS.

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
XBOLTS - WITH INSULATION - NO EXTENSION
EXPLODED VIEW

BASE CAP ASSEMBLY
BASE GASKET
ROOF FLASHING
BASE SUPPORT EXTENSION
BASE SUPPORT

FLASH'G HT

3" OR 4"
(4" SHOWN)

9" OR 12"
(12" SHOWN)

ROOF INSUL

PER PLANS & CALCS BY
ROOFSCREEN MFG (831)421-9230
FASTEN TO BASE SUPPORT
WITH XBOLTS.

CONC. SLAB
ROOF MEMBRANE

STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
XBOLTS - WITH INSULATION - WITH EXTENSION